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~rkers) and other . aders did 
for their members' acceptance of what these 
thought would be inevitably low~r terms 
They may have reckoned that ·. · _ _ to speak s 
before the settlement of the negotiations would be invite 
terms than necessary. any event initial reaction to the 1955 
terms in the plenary assembly of the Sugar was on the 
temp~-:estuous , with some ·of the more leaders 
attacking Martinez Mujal. 

The whole of the spirit in which Batista 
approach his elected term of office a That 
to say, there is no certainty yet that he has a real 
program to strengthen economy or looking necessary 
political and social • On the contrary, reports are spread 
of Batista's and his collaborators' planning to themselves 
on a still-greater (some critics even accuse Batista of 
aspiring to a share every possible profitable enterprise; ~ 
Trujillo or Somoza) ; .and the new congress, about to convene~ is 
nowhere regarded as capable of making any important contribution 
to the solution of national problems. Rather~· congress is 
thought of, with its government maj , as a rubber stamp 
assemblage of who have arrived a 
po~nt for personal • While 
cquld be expected to themselves 
enters a new term of and Mujal 

little evidence conclusions 
tm'll'ards his job, can be taken as 

Cubans and are in themselves 
two men 

It is of , 
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to have repudiated ministerial ambitions unne 
strong if he 1.-ras not sincere., He may of course, as 

so many others, have aspired to a Ministry and turned down 
by Bati " . . 

Since the convers~tion 1.-vith Mujal here reported, 
CTC sources have c'onfided that he tdll retire@ They say 
recognizes that with harder times ahead for and Hith the 
er:ru")lent not so disposed as those of Grau and to yield 
along the line to labor, Mujal can only see a period of de-c:l:ine 
ahead for. the CTC and prefers to·leave the organiz~tion ~rith a 
place assuxed him in its history, These sources report that 
favors.not Facundo Pomar but Jesus as his successor, 
they add that Artigas, generally an and somewhat sour 
individual, has begun unwontedly to smile everyone the s 
of the Workers' Palace, The Embassy notes that Artigas has 
certainly been attracting newspaper space lately by 
treme and perhaps demagogic stands on questions such as 
Christmas bonus, acceptance of the terms of the·sugar 
and labor conditions within his own union , the • 
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Desp. No. 721 
From Habana 

January 20, 1955 .. 

Memorandum of Conversation 

Participants: 
{# 

Eseubio :Mujal, Secretary-General CTC 
Juan de Zengotita 2 Second Secretary 

Under instructions from the Ambassador I obt~ined an appointment 
vlith Eusebio Mujal for the evening of January 14 to discuss With him 
information transmitted to the Embassy by an American business man 
regarding the elections to union offices at a group of Habana docks 
of a number of Communists or fellow travellers who ran on an election 
ticket with candidates of the Workers' Bloc of the Government Pro-
gresista Party.. ---

I said to Mujal that this was the fourth or fifth specific case 
we knew of where such mixed slates of Progresista and Communist 
candidates had been put forward. 

Mujal answered by saying that back at about the time of the 
elections for president, he had warned Pepita Perez Gonzalez, leader 
of the Progresista Worker's Bloc, that the Bloc was following a 
policy that would bring it into conflict with the leadership of the 
CTC and the Government and that further the Bloc was being infiltrated 
by the Communists, which was something that would create difficulties 
~or it and the Government. 

Since then things had not improved and instances had been brought 
to Mujal's attention of continuing cooperation between the Communists 
and the Bloc, especially in connection with union elections. Accord
ingly, Mujal had thought it best to thrash the whole thing out in 
the presence of General Batista and a few days before our conversation 
(that in on about January 11) when a group of labor leaders had gone 
out to Kuquine to talk aver the sugar situation with Batista, Mujal 
had got Perez Gonzalez and the President-elect aside to discuss the 
Bloc. He was taken by surprise, however, when after his opening 
remarks Perez Gonzalez declared that he thought Mujal was largely 
right and it was his opinion that the Bloc ought to be dissolved or 
at least inactivated. As a result Mujal concluded to me that he 
thought the problem was solved 11 but in subsequent remarks he indi
cated an.· awareness of Communist activity going on within the labor 
movement"* 

He went on to talk about Communism in Cuba, saying that if one 
studied the problem, he would find that it. was intimately and 
complexly linked with the racial question. And because of the rae 
issue Mujal thought that Pepito Perez Gonzalez (wno is Negro and a 

I !~;~er member of the Party} was still more than half a Communist.. ~F 
~ustrate he mentioned Aresenio Gonzalez Gonzales~ the ex-Communi~J 
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Minister 

· Mujal mentioned having called Justo Gonzalez, 
.the Habana Provincial Federation of Metal Workers~ who 

flirting with the Co.mmunists., and telling him he had to make up 
mind whether he was going to play ball with the Communists or 
the CTC·and that with the first, was going to be thrown 
his job~ Gonzalez had answered that he would like a week think 
this over., 

s seemed to me to illustrate one of the puz s the 
attitude of so militantly anti-Communist a labor movement as the 
towards the Communists; and I asked Mujal how the event of Justo 
Gonzalez's saying he would ditch the Communists, he, Mudal, have 
any confidence in the sincerity of s decision and in the man U~M·o 
afterwards., Mujal answered that he was confident Justo Gonzalez was 
not a Communist or tainted with Communist ideas and that the s 

use him only as a labor leader he them only as 
could help him as a labor leader., Therefore, once Justo Gon z 
hade broken with Communists in labor activities - and whether 
did or notSMujal was in a position to ascertain- there would no 
further community of interest between them., 

I asked Mujal regarding the 
he up his position as CTC 
take over as Minister of Agriculture 
answered that he would not go into the 
not say whether or notrlhe had been 
agree with the manner in which ttthese 
collaborators) did business. I-asked 
statement and replied that there was a 
nesstt about the Batista 
with regarding 
of the 1955 

assembly 
preparing 
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rin'ez, o.ther labor· ~eaders. and leE4~ers of the owners and 
·j grmvers had Bat~sta' s :tnstruct:tons gathered the 1-Iirarnar 

of one of the of the ovmers, await a from Bati 
which· they were given t,o understand would s the terms for 
They waited till two o'Glock in the morning, only to find out that 
Batista had gone off to the of Pines early in the evening or 
the late afternoon~ This Mujal evidently thought typical Bati 
attitude these days towards his responsibilities .. 

I asked Mujal what he thought the terms for the 1955 crop 
be.. He thought the crop self would be reduced to about four 
half million tons, that wages would reduced proportionately to a 
price of 4.39~ and that there would be a reduction in the 
duction pay. (His confidence on these points would seem to 
statement about Martinez's being able to prepare his plenary 
ass-embly for the final cr.op terms.. Accordingly any difficulties 
that may develop as a result this inability would seem in part 
accounted for by poor leadership on Martinez's and even Mujal's 

Mujal confirmed that during the sugar discussions the 
nment has been pressing on labor the absolute necessity of adopting 
bulk loading. I asked him Government seemed to entertain 
thought of reviving s plans to institute indemnified smissal. 
He said no, and added: "At least~ Batista didn't say anything 

to me the other night~. (He thus and I think significantly, 
given his well known ability used identical 
words~ only in the negative, with 
had indicated to a few days 
subject with Mujal • 
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January 12~ 1955 

Memorandum of Conversation 

ipants: lVIodest.o Barbeito 1 · 

Juan d~ Zengotita, 

F~& Barbeito referred to the current discussions over 
1955 · He did not think it would be possible for labor 
preserve same terms and conditions for that that 
won for those of 1953 and 1954· 

added that bulk loading of sugar 'Iivas another 
that labor was going to have to swallovl., The Ivlinis ter of 
was driving the need of it home the curre:at discussions.. Mr .. 
Barbeito gave to understand that the CTC leadership recogni 
inevitability and need for adoption of bulk loading.. accepted 
as genuine the claim that the British would buy no sugar unless 
were delivered in bulk.. He added that the United States 
ment was being changed to handle only bulk loads.. It was 
be hard to sell bulk loading to rank-an4-file labor but 
have to be done.. One obstacle was that the ~~~~~ 
themselves of one mind on the subject.· Those 
loading; those away from ports did .. 

In answer to a question, Mr .. Barbeito said he thought 
Government would press once more for de do com .. 
Secretary-General Ivlujal had talked to 
before (January ) and sident Batista had 
again .. 

.. Barbeito expressed disappointment 
was surrounded with intimates·and advisers of such poor 
This was in sad contrast his first elected term of 
present has few advisers worth·much and of these Lopez 
seemed tired and almost desirous of from public 
Mediocrities like Minister of Defense Justiz 
have great influence with Batista today, \\1-a.s 
responsible for the mad plari to build a • 
Of course~ when he took office on 
choose a new and better 

According to Mr. $ as 
be considering leaving CTC 
Mujal should be elltering politics 
Barbeito said that that was the 
from other he heard 
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sident Batista had mentioned nothing to ~·1ujal 
a Ministry •. 

Asked who would sqpceed Mujal in the CTC, Mr. Barbeito ans-
V'rered that would probably be Facundo PO.J:.iAR Soler, Secretary-
General of the Transport Workers. Pepito PEREZ Gonzalez, head 
the ~Yorkers' Block of the Presidentt s Pro · party had not 
the capacity for the job and Jos~ Lu.is· , also a::..:::.,;&;~.:::...:::.=~;:;::;. 
and occasionally mentioned for the-job, would not want 
the Secretary-Generalship of the Sugar Workers' Federatione 


